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Working table supports can be placed on both sides of the supply column, one-stop operation for medical staff,  
suitable for supply rooms.
Product application: Suitable for supply room.

Optional Accessories:
 * net basket - Stainless steel net basket
 * We manufacturer and provide different standard of medical gas outlet: British Standard, american standard, 

german standard, French standard, Japanese Standard, etc.
 * different standard of medical gas outlets & adapters: British standard, French standard, german standard, diss, 

Ohmeda, Chemetron, and etc.
 * inhalers - all kinds of oxygen inhalers (disposable, simple, external hanging, etc.)
 * negative pressure regulating valve
 * Waste liquid collection device (external hanging type）

Appearance Design
The design of ceiling type function 
column, saves ground space; the 
whole function column is fully sealed, 
no sharp angle to prevent the impact.

Welding
Panasonic robot ensure 360° full 
smooth welding.

Painting
imported plastic powder, 
electrostatic painting process, 
painting thickness 0.12mm, 
brightness 60°, paint can resist 50kg 
impact.

Material
The tensile strength of aluminum 
alloy frame is more than 295MPa, 
some connecting parts are made of 
cast iron ≥200MPa, and the net load 
is more than 300kg; one-off extrusion 
molding, and the surface undergoes 
the primary oxidation treatment.

Suspension System
Medical pendant rotation angle 
340°, built-in rotation limit device to 
prevent drift.

Medical Gas
it is equipped with medical gas on both sides 
of the cabinet and column. The following 
configurations can be customized, 
1. The number of medical gas
2. interface standard and position
gas port adopts secondary seal, three 
states (on, off, pull), support maintenance 
operations while it is working.

Equipotential Socket
reduce the potential difference 
between indirect contact voltage and 
different metal parts.

Working Table Support
equipped with 2 sets of 349° rotating 
300mm diameter working table 
supports.
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